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Shortly thereafter, in Central Europe
Rudolph Eucken, who received the Nobel
Prize for literature in 1906, developed his
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French aristocrat and writer.
The history of the idea of gay
Descended
from Marie Antoinette's lover
activism displays a complicated pedigree.
Axel Fersen, the wealthy young baron
The concept is rooted ultimately in the
wrote several volumes of poetry and ficperennial contrast between the active and
tion in the first decade of the century,
the contemplative life-the latter being
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traditionally preferred. In 1893, however,
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Lord Lyllian, and Une jeunesse. In
the French Catholic philosopher Maurice
addition, he edited and contributed to
Blonde1in essence turned the tables in his
twelve monthly numbers of a literary
book L'Action. Blondel, in keeping with
periodical, Akademos (1909).At the age of
the vitalist currents of the day, held that
twenty-three he was arrested for taking
philosophy must take its start not from
photographs of naked Parisian schoolboys,
abstract thought alone but from the whole
but was allowed to go into exile on the
of our life-thinking, feeling, willing.

whether these patterns are to be honored
or overcome should be a matter of individual choice.
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island of Capri for several years, later returning to France after having visited Sri
Lanka and China.
The great love of his life was the
boy Nino Cesarini, who lived with him in
the Villa Lysis on Capri, which was filled
with statues of naked youths and which is
now overrun by weeds and stray cats.
Adelswiird Fersen also wrote poems to a
thirteen-year-old Eton schoolboy. He was
the model for Baron Robert Marsac Lagerstrbm in Compton Mackenzie's amusing
novel Vestal Fire (1927))and was the hero
of RogerPeyrefittelshistorical fiction L'exilS de Capri (1959). He died of a drug
overdose in 1923, having for years been an
opium and cocaine addict. He had modeled his life on that of Count Robert de
Montesquiou, but the latter refused to
have anything to do with him, for even in
Capri Adelswiird Fersen had caused scandals. He was even associated with Essebac
(as the novelist Achille BBcasse was
known), Norman Douglas, and Baron von
Gloeden. The story of his sexual life is to
be found in his own books, in the works of
NormanDouglas, and inPeyrefittelsnovel,
which is spoiled by a mixture of fact and
fiction.
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ADHESIVENESS
The concept of adhesiveness was
introduced into English by the phrenologist Johann Gaspar Spurzheim (1776-1832)
in the meaning of "the faculty that causes
human beings to be attached to one another."It derivedultimately from theLatin
verb adhaerere, as in Genesis 2:24, where
St. Jerome's equivalent of "Therefore shall
a man. . . cleave unto his wife" is "Quam
obrem . . .homo.. .adhaerebit uxorisuae."
Diffusion of the concept of adhesiveness
by the (pseudo-)science of phrenology
enabled it to became part of the special
vocabulary of the emerging homosexual

subculture of the nineteenth century.
Phrenologists themselves grounded this
passionate friendship--which could exist
between members of opposite sexes as
well as between those of the same sex-in
the brain, giving it a material base and a
congenital origin. Walt Whitman selfconsciously narrowed the reference of the
term "adhesive loveN-which he also
named "comradeship"-to homosexual
relationships, and in so doing coded his
writings for the initiated reader.
Permutations of the Concept.
George Combe (1784-1 858),a middle-class
lawyer from Edinburgh, met Spurzheim in
1815, and soon thereafter became a leader
of British phrenology. His Constitution of
Man Considered in Relation to External
Objects (1828)became the basis of orthodox phrenology. His major contribution to
the understanding of adhesiveness was his
complex sense of the working of the
"organ" and his additions to the iconography. He also contrasted the selfish side of
adhesiveness with the nobler ends that
had to be directed "by enlightened intellect and moral sentiment." Excess of adhesiveness could, however, amount to a disease.
At least two of the European
contributors to the definition of adhesiveness may themselves have been homosexual: Spurzheim himself, and his younger
Scottish contemporary Robert Macnish
(1802-1837). In discussing women with
small amativeness and large adhesiveness,
he said that they "prefer the society of
their own sex to that of men." Amativeness thus applied to relations between the
sexes, while the other term was discretely
given the implicit meaning of "homoerotic
attachment." Romantic passions between
young people of the same sex Macnish
deemed an "abuse of adhesiveness." He
went so far as to describe a male couple
whose mutual attachment was so excessive as to be "a disease."
There is no indication that Walt
Whitman knew Macnish's writings. His
own acquaintance with the phrenological

